Abstract-Network security has close relationships with the physical environment of information carriers, information transmission, information storage, information management and so on, and these relations have much ambiguity. Therefore, it is reasonable and scientific to apply fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method for network security fuzzy evaluation. The core of network security fuzzy evaluation is membership degree transformation calculation. But the transformation methods should be discussed, because redundant data in index membership degree is also used to compute object membership degree, which is not useful for object classification. The new algorithm is: using data mining technology based on entropy to mine knowledge information about object classification hidden in every index, affirm the relationship of object classification and index membership, eliminate the redundant data in index membership for object classification by defining distinguishable weight and extract valid values to compute object membership. The new algorithm of membership degree transformation includes three calculation steps which can be summarized as "effective, comparison and composition", which is denoted as M (1,2,3) . The paper applied the new algorithm in network security fuzzy evaluation.
I. INTRODUCTION
With the development and universal application of computer networks and communication technologies, our lives have been undergoing enormous changes. Internet and modern communications have brought us great convenience and speed. Our lives and works are increasingly dependent on them, which provide us a variety of information. But at the same time, a new problem is also haunting us-network security. Network security problems can be found in many areas such as computer systems subjected to virus infection and damage, computer hacking activities, online political subversion activities, and so on. In view of this status quo, network construction and maintenance personnel should take preventive measures to solve network security problems and minimize various network security threats, so it is essential to evaluate network system security in advance.
There are many factors that effect network security such as hardware equipment, software systems, man-made destruction, management system, external environment and so on, which ultimately determine the safety of networks together. And the relations among these factors have much ambiguity, so it is reasonable and scientific to apply fuzzy comprehensive evaluation method for network security fuzzy evaluation. Ref. [1] , according to the principles of scientificity, comprehensiveness, feasibility and comparability, set up a network security evaluation index system and used expert scoring method to determine the membership vectors of the base indexes on five evaluation grades, which formed network security fuzzy evaluation matrix, as Table 1 shows.
The core of network security fuzzy evaluation is membership degree transformation calculation. But the existing transformation methods including the method in Ref. [1] should be discussed, because redundant data in index membership degree is also used to compute object membership degree, which is not useful for object classification. The new algorithm is: using data mining technology based on entropy to mine knowledge information about object classification hidden in every index, affirm the relationship of object classification and index membership, eliminate the redundant data in index membership for object classification by defining distinguishable weight and extract valid values to compute object membership. The paper will apply the new algorithm in network security fuzzy evaluation.
II. EXISTING MEMBERSHIP DEGREE TRANSFORMATION METHODS

A. Fuzzy Logic
The theoretical basis of fuzzy logic is fuzzy set theory,
Hua Jiang, 1977-1-9, Handan, China, hdjianghua@126.com which was first proposed by Lotfi Zadeh in 1965 (Stefik 1995) [2] . Fuzzy set theory was introduced to solve problems that are impossible for classical set theory and two-valued logic. In the real world, people possess extensive abilities to deal with fuzzy knowledge, which may be "vague, imprecise, uncertain, ambiguous, inexact or probabilistic in nature" (Orchard 1995). People are also able to reason and solve problems using this fuzzy knowledge. While it is difficult for traditional logic to represent these fuzzy concepts and simulate the fuzzy reasoning process, fuzzy logic overcomes this limitation by extending classical set theory and logic [3] . In traditional set theory, an element x in the universal set U either belongs to a set S or does not. Fuzzy set theory, on the other hand, allows an element x in universal set U to partially belong to a fuzzy set FS. A fuzzy set can be described by a characteristic function or membership function. The membership value of an element in that fuzzy set can vary from 0.0 to 1.0. A membership value of 0.0 indicates that the element x has no membership in the fuzzy set FS. On the other hand, a membership value of 1.0 indicates that x has complete membership in FS. Using this idea, many fuzzy concepts can be represented readily. For example, suppose the universe of discourse of human age is between 0 and 100; then the fuzzy concepts Young and Old can be expressed graphically as shown in Fig. 1 . One point noticeable in fuzzy logic is that an element x can belong to a given fuzzy set S and its complement S' at the same time. This characteristic does not hold in traditional two-valued logic [4] .
From Fig. 1 , it can be seen that when one is less than 20, this person is young (membership is 1.0). When this person gets older, his/her degree of being young decreases. Last, when he/she reaches the age 55 or so, this person is no longer young (membership is 0). The curve representing the fuzzy set Old can be explained similarly. Consequently, a fuzzy variable can take these fuzzy sets as its values. For example, if John's age is a fuzzy variable, it can take on the values Young or Old.
In practice, the two most frequently adopted methods to represent a membership function are enumeration representation and function representation. In certain situations, it is convenient to use a set of strict mathematical functions like those illustrated in Fig. 2 to represent the membership functions of a fuzzy set. Another more commonly used approach is to simplify the 
B. Membership Functions
The membership function of a fuzzy set is a generalization of the indicator function in classical sets. In fuzzy logic, it represents the degree of truth as an extension of valuation. Degrees of truth are often confused with probabilities, although they are conceptually distinct, because fuzzy truth represents membership in vaguely defined sets, not likelihood of some event or condition. Membership functions were introduced by Zadeh in the first paper on fuzzy sets (1965) .
For any set X, a membership function on X is any function from X to the real unit interval [0, 1] .
Membership functions on X represent fuzzy subsets of X. The membership function which represents a fuzzy set Ã is usually denoted by A μ . For an element x of X, the value ) (x A μ is called the membership degree of x in the fuzzy set Ã . The membership degree ) (x A μ quantifies the grade of membership of the element x to the fuzzy set Ã . The value 0 means that x is not a member of the fuzzy set; the value 1 means that x is fully a member of the fuzzy set. The values between 0 and 1 characterize fuzzy members, which belong to the fuzzy set only partially [5] . Membership function of a fuzzy set is shown as Fig. 3 .
Sometimes [2] , a more general definition is used, where membership functions take values in an arbitrary fixed algebra or structure L; usually it is required that L be at least a poset or lattice. The usual membership 
C. Existing Membership Degree Transformation Methods
For a hierarchical structure, if obtaining membership degree of i index belonging to k C class, it can obtain membership degree from intermediate level to top general goal Z belonging to k C class. And every membership degree transformation in every level can be summarized in the following membership transformation model:
Suppose that there are m indexes which affect object Q , where the importance weights
index about object Q is given and satisfies: 
What is the membership
Obviously, whether the above transformation method is correct or not determines that the evaluation result is credible or not.
For the above membership transformation, there are four transformation methods in fuzzy comprehensive evaluation: [6] . However through a long-time research on the application, only
is accepted by most researchers, which regards object membership as "weighted sum":
And the " ) ,
" method as the mainstream membership transformation algorithm is widely used [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] . And above method is basic method realizing membership transformation from universeU fuzzy set to universe V fuzzy set in fuzzy logical system. But
method is in dispute in academic circles especially in application field. For example, [13, 14] pointed out that the "weighted sum" method was too simple and did not use information sufficiently. In [13] , the authors proposed a "subjective and objective comprehensive" method based on evidence deduction and rough sets theory to realize membership transformation. In [14] , in the improved fuzzy comprehensive evaluation, a new "comprehensive weight" is defined to compute "weighted sum" instead of index importance weight.
However, including these mentioned methods, many existing membership transformation methods are not designed for object classification, thus they can't indicate "which parts in index membership are useful for object classification and which parts are useless". The redundancy of membership degree transformation shows that: the correct method realizing membership degree transformation is not found, which need further study.
In order to delete the redundant data in existing membership transformation methods, we use data mining technology based on entropy [15] [16] [17] [18] [19] is the distinguishable weight of j th index corresponding to Q , then
is called effective distinguishable value of K th class membership of j th index, or K th class effective value for short. If
, it indicates that j th index membership is redundant and useless for the classification of object Q , so it can not be utilized to compute membership of object Q . Note that if
. This is a crucial fact.
When index membership is replaced by effective value to compute object membership, distinguishable weight is a filter. In the progress of membership transformation, it can delete the redundant index memberships that are useless in classification and the redundant values in index membership.
C. The Comparable Value
Undoubtedly, is importance weight of j th index related to object Q , then 
is named K th class comparable sum of object Q .
Obviously, the bigger 
Obviously, given by Eq.(11), membership degree
Up to now, supposing that index membership and index importance weight are given, by Eq. (4), (5), (6), (8) , (9), (10), (11) , the transformation from index membership to object membership is realized. And this transformation needs no prior knowledge and doesn't cause wrong classification information.
The above membership transformation method can be summarized as "effective, comparison and composition", which is denoted as ( ) 
A. Network Security Fuzzy Evaluation Matrix
According to Ref. [1] , we can the network security fuzzy evaluation matrix in some organization, as Table I shows.
In Table I , the values in brackets behind corresponding indexes are their importance weights; the vectors behind the base indexes are their membership vectors including five grades: C 1 (very good), C 2 (good), C 3 (general), C 4 (bad), and C 5 (very bad). The data in the table are from Ref. [1] . (1,2,3 
B. Fuzzy Evaluation Steps Based on M
B
, the evaluation matrix is: Table I 
, the evaluation matrix is: Table I ( ) , calculate the K th comparable sum of 2 A and obtain the comparable sum vector: 
, the evaluation matrix is: Table I , calculate the K th comparable sum of 3 A and obtain the comparable sum vector: 
C. Network Security Recognition
Because the classification of network security evaluation grades is orderly, that is, k C is superior
, so we apply confidence recognition rule to determine the grade of network security.
Let ( ) The judgment result is the same C 2 (good), but the confidence degree is only 73.064% (0.38270+0.34794 =0.73064).
V. CONCLUSIONS
The transformation of membership degree is the key computation of fuzzy evaluation for multi-indexes fuzzy decision-making, but the existing transformation methods have some questions. The paper analyzes the reasons of the questions, obtains the solving method, and at last builds the and is a nonlinear model. ) 3 , 2 , 1 ( M provides the general method for membership transformation of multi-indexes decisionmaking in application fields. The theory value is that it provides transformation method which is comply to logics to realize the transformation universe fuzzy set to universe fuzzy set in fuzzy logical system.
From index membership degree of base level, after obtain one index membership degree vector in adjacent upper level by ( ) Security is a very difficult topic. Everyone has a different idea of what "security"' is, and what levels of risk are acceptable. The key for building a secure network is to take preventive measures to solve network security problems and minimize various network security threats, so it is essential to evaluate network system security in advance. The paper applies the new algorithm in the fuzzy evaluation on network security and example results also prove that ) 3 , 2 , 1 ( M can improve the evaluation accuracy and credibility.
